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ANNUAL REVIEW 2014

In March, the 814th Mayor of Winchester, Cllr. Ernie Jeffs, invited members of the Twinning
Association to visit his official residence at Abbey House. He personally met us and told us of
the interesting history of Abbey House. There are only five cities in the country having
official residences for their Mayors. The house stands on the site of a monastery
surrendered to the Crown in 1530. By the early 1700 a substantial town house was recorded
on the site surrounded by formal gardens. In 1889 the City Council bought the house and
gardens. We were also entertained by reminiscences of some of the highlights of his very
hectic schedule as the Mayor of Winchester. The Mayor then took us on a tour of the
House.
Our group was then invited to take tea - the table beautifully laid with white tablecloth and
delicate tea service.. Barbara Jeffs was able to join us and shared some more stories of life
as Mayor and Mayoress of Winchester. Thanks to Ernie and Barbara for inviting us.
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The New Year celebrations this year took place in John
Pearson's Hall. Amongst those present it was good to see
Luca and Isobel, two of our younger members. However
the consensus was that the venue was not intimate
enough and members would prefer a buffet rather than
'nibbles' on future occasions.

Although poorly attended
due to lack of reminders,
those who came were able
to play on a beautiful
summer's evening in
Alrebury park.

Anna and Jim Thompson led an interesting morning walk from the Trout, Itchen
Abbas. To encourage us to take more note of our surroundings, Anna provided us
with a list of French words for the flora and fauna we might encounter whilst Jim
took us along part of the newly opened 'Watercress Way' and down to

the River Itchen. Rain threatened but held off until just before our return to the Trout where
we could have a well earned drink and lunch.
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19 members of Alresford Twinning travelled on the early morning ferry to Cherbourg. It was
a beautiful summer morning and a very pleasant crossing with the promise of sunny
weather for the weekend. We were met in time for lunch by our French hosts and spent the
remainder of the day being entertained by them.
On Saturday morning we all met in the town square of St Mere Eglise. We visited the D Day
museum which sits on one side of the square and had been added to in preparation for the
D Day celebrations which were only a few weeks away. The museum had an impressive
range of exhibits of all sizes included a full sized glider from the period and a simulation
sound and light experience of what it would have been like to have been on a plane landing
in Normandy on June 1944. This was followed for most of us by a picnic in the nearby park.
Saturday afternoon was spent with our hosts individually.

Sainte Mere-Eglise
In the evening we all met up at an auberge restaurant quite a few miles out in the
countryside from Briquebec. The auberge was set in lovely garden and featured traditional
Nornan food cooked in an ancient bakehouse. The member of staff in charge of the
bakehouse explained that all the food for the evening had been baking in the bakehouse for
a number of hours.
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The bread, the whole pig and the traditional creamed rice pudding had all been cooked in
this way and when it came time for the main course several volunteers from the twinning
were invited to go out to the bakehouse and bring the roasted pig into the dining room. The
head was presented to Chantal and the meat was then carved for all the guests. It was all
delicious.
On Sunday morning Janine had organised a tour of the old chateau ruins and a trip up to the
top of the donjon. We then had a drinks reception with the new mayor. We were made very
welcome and were all presented with a CD of traditional Norman sea shanties.
After lunch with our hosts we got the ferry back to Portsmouth. Everyone was tired but
agreed that it had been a really good weekend.

Chantal & Jean with Mayor of Bricquebec

Chantal with The Pig's Head
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At Alresford's Golf club over 70
participants of all ages had lots of
questions to make them work hard for a
team win.

Questions covered photos of places,
colourful cakes, perfumes linked to
fashion designers - from history to
general knowledge there were topics to
stretch anyone's mind. Between a famous
provincial bridge and the capital's
landmark, we travelled through regions
with cheeses and sparkling wine.

The original Twinning website was written
in standard HTML code which required
specialist skills and knowledge to update.
This knowledge was not available within
the association, so the committee decided
to look to get the website updated.
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Half time we all enjoyed a generous
serving of the hot and tasty buffet.
Marking was carried out by adjacent
tables, with one team emerging clear
winners and sharing a beautiful basket of
delicatessen. A raffle gave the opportunity
of a chance to choose from lovely local
goods, local venues gift or shop vouchers.
The warm welcome from the golf club
made the evening go very well and
smoothly!
A big thanks to all who participated in its
preparation and its running. In particular
Margaret and Luca for setting up the
room, tables and chairs as well as the
catering and to all committee members
for all the preparation, advertisements
and coordination!
But the biggest thanks must go to Raphael
and Florence for compiling the questions
and being 'quiz masters' on the evening.
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A professional website designer was
approached who suggested that the
website be rewritten within the common
and very popular WordPress framework.
The committee agreed to this, so work
started in spring 2014. After a period of
testing and updating, we were finally in
the position to “go live” on 25th October.

Please find time to look at the site.
It is an on-going project and take will be
easier to keep up-to-date than the
previous site. If you have any suggestions
or would like to include something please
let the committee know.

If you had visited a local pub on the first Thursday of the month, from February to October,
you may have seen groups of friends chatting over a drink or two. Nothing unusual in that!
But if you had listened in to their conversation, you may have been surprised to hear they
were speaking in french. (some more fluently than others)
You had just stumbled across the Alresford Twinning
Association's French conversation group - run by Raphael
with assistance from Florence and Renee.
These friendly and casual sessions involve reading in small
groups, exploring vocabulary and improving pronunciation
by grouping verbs, adverbs and nouns with similar or
identical sounds. This was to improve participant's reading
and listening skills. From a poem to newspaper articles,
various materials were used to help practice reading and
understanding what sentences and expressions meant.
All levels are covered during the evening. All members are welcome to join as a one off or
on a regular basis. Or bring your friends, neighbour, your partner or anyone of your family
to take part and enjoy this relaxed activity.
Raphael is continuing this activity in 2015 - if you are interested let Raphael or one of the
committee know. Details of the next meeting will be advised later
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